Postdoctoral Fellow, Economics

NYU Shanghai Arts and Sciences welcomes applications for postdoctoral fellowship in Economics beginning September 1, 2018 or January 1, 2019. The positions are for two academic years with the possibility of renewal for a third year based on performance and academic needs.

Responsibilities

Postdoctoral fellows are expected to conduct research and teaching in the area of Economics. As a part of the NYU Global network, we provide an internationally competitive research environment. The campus has a behavioral experimental lab. Teaching duties include recitation sessions for the core courses in the Economics major. Recitation instructors are responsible for teaching weekly recitation sessions, grading exams and/or assignments, proctoring exams, and assisting the primary course instructor with pedagogical matters, as needed. The fellow will need to teach up to four recitation sessions per week, typically guided by problem sets, as organized by the course instructor. They will be required to be familiar with the materials involved in lectures prior to the recitation session. Prior to the start of the semester, there will be a mandatory training session to attend as well as a short meeting with the course instructor to discuss her/his duties and expectations.

Qualifications

Required Education—Ph.D. in economics or related field.
Required Experience—Experience teaching including leading recitation sessions, particularly in undergraduate settings, is highly desirable.

Required Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities—Fluency in English is a must. Successful candidates should demonstrate ability to contribute to the academic environment of the economics group at NYU Shanghai and to lead recitation sessions effectively. Because of the nature of our school, good interpersonal and communication skills to work in an international environment is important.

Application Instructions

Interested applicants should submit a C.V., contact information for three academic referees, and a cover letter addressing research and academic interests through Interfolio at: apply.interfolio.com/50065. Review of candidates will begin immediately. We will continue to review applications until the positions are filled.

Please visit our website at http://shanghai.nyu.edu/en/about/work-here/open-positions-faculty for instructions and other information on how to apply. If you have any questions, please e-mail shanghai.faculty.recruitment@nyu.edu.